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MaNGA IFU Survey – DR15 (Released Jan 2019)
The MaNGA Survey:
Ø SDSS IV Ongoing Large Program
Ø ~10,000 Local (z < 0.1) Galaxies
Observed with IFU Spectroscopy
Ø Flat Mass Distribution (109 – 1011.5Msun)
Ø 3600 – 10000 A Spectral Range
(R = 2000)
Ø ~1kpc Spatial Resolution (0.5 arcsec)
Ø Largest IFU Survey to date!

Data Cube

Pipe3D DR15 VAC:

Ø ~4500 Galaxies Observed
Ø ~10 Million Spectra Analysed:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Emission Line Strengths (Flux & EW)
Absorption Lines & Spectral Indices
Kinematics (Vlos, σlos)
SSP Fitting Parameters: stellar mass
densities, stellar agesL,M, stellar
metallicities, SFHs…

Bundy et al. (2015); Sanchez et al. (2016a,b)
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Resolved SF Main Sequence in MaNGA
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Note: using public Pipe3D intermediate data-products for SDSS DR15
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(see Sanchez et al. 2016a,b)
BPT Classification of Spaxels (with S/N > 3)
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Only ~17% of Spaxels

Figure 2. Left panel: The resolved star forming main sequence (⌃SFR ⌃⇤ relation) for BPT classified star forming spaxels, with S/N > 3. This
represents 17% of the total galaxy spaxels.
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densities are estimated for low S/N and non-star forming spaxels via the empirical sSFR - D4000 relation (see Fig. 2). Both panels are colour coded by
logarithmic distance each spaxel resides at from the resolved main sequence ( SFR), and density contours are overlaid. A least squares linear fit to the
-> Catastrophic if goal is to study the quenching process
forming spaxels is shown as a solid black line, and the threshold of quenched spaxels (located at the minimum of the density contours) is shown as a das
black line. Restricting to reasonable S/N values in emission lines would leave essentially no quenched spaxels in the sample, which strongly motivates
need for an alternative approach to estimate SFR densities.

densities are estimated for low S/N and non-star forming spaxels via the empirical sSFR - D4000 relation (see Fig. 2). Both panels are colour coded by the
logarithmic distance each spaxel resides at from the resolved main sequence ( SFR), and density contours are overlaid. A least squares linear fit to the star
forming spaxels is shown as a solid black line, and the threshold of quenched spaxels (located at the minimum of the density contours) is shown as a dashed
black line. Restricting to reasonable S/N values in emission lines would leave essentially no quenched spaxels in the sample, which strongly motivates the
need for an alternative approach to estimate SFR densities.

Estimating SFRs for Lineless and Non-SF Spaxels
Inspired by Brinchmann et al. (2004) SDSS Approach
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densities are estimated for low S/N and non-star forming spaxels via the empirical sSFR - D4000 relation (see Fig. 2). Both panels are colour coded by the
logarithmic distance each spaxel resides at from the resolved main sequence ( SFR), and density contours are overlaid. A least squares linear fit to the star
forming spaxels is shown as a solid black line, and the threshold of quenched spaxels (located at the minimum of the density contours) is shown as a dashed
black line. Restricting to reasonable S/N values in emission lines would leave essentially no quenched spaxels in the sample, which strongly motivates the
need for an alternative approach to estimate SFR densities.

Estimating SFRs for Lineless and Non-SF Spaxels
Inspired by Brinchmann et al. (2004) SDSS Approach

Validated against SFRphot(SSP) measurements,
Hα detections / non-detections, luminosity
weighted ages of stellar populations etc…
rPearson = -0.6
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SFR Maps for BPT SF-Only Sample
Higher B/T Ratio à

Higher M* à

SFR Maps for Full Sample (Quenched & All-SF)
Higher B/T Ratio à

Higher M* à

ΔSFR Maps for Full Sample
Higher B/T Ratio à

Higher M* à

“Quenched”

The Complete Resolved Main Sequence
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Artificial Neural Network Analysis:

Predicting Quenched Spaxels & Resolved SFR Densities
Input for Training:

Quenching:
1) Identify which parameters, and
groups of parameters, are
particularly effective at
predicting whether spaxels will
be star forming or quenched:

“Classification”

2092

H. Teimoorinia, A. F. L. Bluck and S. L. Ellison

Example Output:
Model Prediction
(TBE’16)

Star Formation:
2) Identify which parameters, and
groups of parameters, are
particularly effective at predicting
actual SFR surface densities in
star forming spaxels:

“Regression”

See also Teimoorinia, Bluck & Ellison (2016) & Bluck et al. (2019a) for similar ANN approaches

Figure 4. Output ANN probability distribution for α = 0.5 case (where
0 = SF, 1 = PA) for originally classified SF (blue) and PA (red) galaxies.
The vertical grey dashed line at X = 0.7 shows a randomly selected threshold.

Machine Learning Results: Classifying Centrals
Typical Uncertainty ~0.5%
Most Predictive
Single Variable: CVD

Machine Learning: Ranking of Parameters
Quenching
(Centrals)

Star Formation
(Centrals)
Local Parameters Best
(especially mass density)

Quenching
(Satellites)

Star Formation
(Satellites)
Local Parameters Best
(especially mass density)

Machine Learning: Ranking of Parameters
Quenching
(Centrals)

Star Formation
(Centrals)

Quenching

Star Formation

• Governed by global processes

• Governed by local processes

• Best parameter for centrals: σc

• Best parameter for centrals: Σ*

• No clear best parameter for satellites
Quenching
• Location in galaxy
largely unimportant
(Satellites)

• Best parameter for satellites: Σ*
Star Formation
• Location in (Satellites)
galaxy very important

Black Hole Mass across the Resolved MS
Note: Focusing on Centrals from now on…
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M – σc Relation
GÜLTEKIN ET AL.
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Black Hole Mass

Gultekin et al. (2009)

Central Velocity Dispersion

Figure 1. M–σ relation for galaxies with dynamical measurements. The symbol indicates the method of BH mass measurement: stellar dynamical (pentagrams), gas
dynamical (circles), masers (asterisks). Arrows indicate 3σ68 upper limits to BH mass. If the 3σ68 limit is not available, we plot it at three times the 1σ68 or at 1.5 times
the 2σ68 limits. For clarity, we only plot error boxes for upper limits that are close to or below the best-fit relation. The color of the error ellipse indicates the Hubble
type of the host galaxy: elliptical (red), S0 (green), and spiral (blue). The saturation of the colors in the error ellipses or boxes is inversely proportional to the area of
the ellipse or box. Squares are galaxies that we do not include in our fit. The line is the best fit relation to the full sample: MBH = 108.12 M⊙ (σ/200 km s−1 )4.24 . The
mass uncertainty for NGC 4258 has been plotted much larger than its actual value so that it will show on this plot. For clarity, we omit labels of some galaxies in
crowded regions.

MBH varies with 𝜟SFRres not 𝜮*

Key Result: Quenched spaxels reside in host galaxies harbouring high mass black holes

relation from sample S. The distribution of the residuals appears
consistent with a normal or Gaussian distribution in logarithmic
mass, although the distribution is noisy because of the small
numbers. For a more direct test of normality we look at log(MBH )
in galaxies with σe between 165 and 235 km s−1 , corresponding
to a range in log(σe /200 km s−1 ) from approximately −0.075
to 0.075. The predicted masses for the 19 galaxies in this
narrow range differ by at most a factor of 4.3, given our

M–σ or even that a power-law form is the right model. The
only assumption required is that the ridge line of any M–σ
relation that may exist does not change substantially across
the range of velocity dispersion. The mean of the logarithmic
mass in solar units is 8.16, and the standard deviation is
0.45. The expected standard deviation in mass is 0.19, based
on the rms dispersion of log(σe /200 km s−1 ) (0.046) in this
range times the M–σ slope β; thus the variation in the ridge line

But, what’s in a couple of per cent?

Comparing Stellar Mass, Halo Mass & Black Hole Mass

Fraction of Quenched Spaxels

MBH Variation

M* Variation

far less variation!

Stellar Mass

MBH Variation

Black Hole Mass

MH Variation
far less variation!

Halo Mass

Black Hole Mass

Comparison to Global Relations in the SDSS
‘Mass Quenching’ is ‘Black Hole Mass Quenching’!

ϴQ ~ 0o

Star Forming

SDSS DR7

Quenching
Axis
ϴQ ~ 0o

See also Bluck et al. (2014, 2016)

Key Idea – MBH traces total integrated feedback energy from AGN
M* traces total integrated feedback energy from SNe
MHalo traces the gravitational potential, source of feedback from shocks

Quenched

Quenching
Axis

Quenched

Star Forming

SDSS DR7

Conclusions
• Global parameters impact the quenching of
spaxels more than local properties.
Hence, ‘quenching is a global process’
• But, local parameters impact the SFR Densities
of SF spaxels more than global parameters.
Hence, ‘star formation is a local process’
• Supermassive Black Hole Mass is an
excellent predictor of central galaxy
quenching (consistent with AGN quenching
predictions from Eagle & Illustris)
à AGN feedback is a plausible mechanism
for central galaxy quenching

See Bluck et al. 2014, 2016, 2019a, 2019b
& Teimoorinia, Bluck & Ellison 2016

A Theoretical Explanation:

“The General AGN Quenching Argument”

An Example – Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014a,b)

1) PQ ∝ f (WQ - ɸact) = f (εEQM - ɸact)
𝐝𝐌𝐁𝐇
𝛈𝐜𝟐 *
𝐝𝐭
𝐝𝐭

∝ MBH (Theory)

3) MBH = f (𝝈c) ~ (𝝈c) α

(Observations)

2) EBH =

∴ PQ = f (𝝈c) {+ ξ halo + ξ gas + …}

fQuench ~ f (𝝈c)
As observed!

